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wrote Fielding, 'there plead poverty and get passes by our agent there,
by which means they get their passage free.' The Elders were anxious
for some restriction on the influx to England. This it was suggested
might be done by requiring them to produce a certificate passed by the
Home Office that their presence in England was required by some
business. In any case, the Elders wished, and Fielding supported their
wish in the interest of order in London, 'that some restraint could be
laid on this importation consistent with the wisdom and policy of good
government*. The Elders complained that their charity chest was al-
most bankrupt, and Fielding pointed out that the Jews in England, like
the Irish, far exceeded the number that could subsist honestly.
As a result orders were given that no Jews were to come to England
on board the king's packet boats unless they paid the usual freight or
were furnished with a passport by a British minister abroad. The Elders
were certain that all who came over by the poor pass were vagabonds,
not able to earn a living, and it was thought necessary 'to prevent the
too frequent importation of vagrant and vagabond Jews, who cannot
be considered either as useful or beneficial to society".60 The Elders of
the Great Synagogue expressed their gratitude for this order, but it
does not seem to have seriously checked immigration, and the Jews of
the Ashkenazim continued to increase, though under the Alien Act of
1792 poor Jews were frequently expelled as undesirable. Lacombe, a
Swiss visitor to London, wrote in 1777, *ce peuple, disperse et errant sur
le globe, par la stupidite et Fignorance atroce des gouvernemtnts arbitrages,
toitrmente cette nation antique et reveree9.61
In 1734 die Jews in England were estimated at 6,000, in 1753 at
5,ooo.62 According to Colquhoun there were in 1800 from 15,000 to
20,000 Jews in London, and perhaps 5,000 or 6,000 more distributed
among the provincial and seaport towns. Of these from 12,000 to
15,000 were of the German-Dutch Synagogue which included Polish,
Russian and Turkish Jews. These, he said, were completely uneducated
and mostly very poor. They lived chiefly by their wits and had estab-
lished 'a system of mischievous intercourse all over the country, the
better to carry on their fraudulent designs in the circulation of base
money, and the sale of stolen goods'. He pointed out that this fraudu-
lent traffic was the result of their exclusion from industry and their
desperate poverty. They were entirely dependent on Jewish charitable

